EVIDENCE SUFFERING
Evidence suffering is the beginning of the final stage of undeserved testing under spiritual
maturity. It is divine permission for Satan to cross-examine the mature believer with
undeserved sufferings and inflicted for no apparent reason.
Each mature believer is a witness for the prosecution of Satan; therefore Satan has the
right of cross –examination. He uses undeserved sufferings in an attempt to break down the
mature believer and to force him to abandon divine assets and resources. Evidence testing
is divided into two categories:
•
•

Testing in relation to the Plan of Grace
Testing in relation to the circumstances of life

Both categories will be used to test the mature believer but God alone has the right to
decide which category will come first. Each category of evidence testing has three stages
and God alone has the prerogative concerning the sequence and succession. The devil is
given wider liberty to cross-examine the believer, but God has established the rules and
remains in control.
There are two issues under the evidence suffering:
•
•

Will the spiritually mature saint continue to rely on God’s given resources and
assets?
Will those resources and assets sustain the believer under the most severe
sufferings?

Note that the mature believer is free to advance and utilize all the divine resources and
assets inside the divine power system. The privileges exclude failure and defeat because the
mature believer has everything needed to win.
There are four challenges of the evidence suffering:
•
•
•
•

To appreciate and love God all the more after His logistical grace blessings and
blessing in time are taken away by Satan.
To trust and believe in God with full confidence now matter how unexplainable and
terrible the situation maybe.
To stand firm in the reality of Bible doctrine rather in the human experience since
God is more real than any suffering in life.
To win in the angelic conflict as by using Christ’s strategic victory.

Spiritual victory is not possible through human ability and capacity but only through the
merits and God’s given resources of Christ. The miseries and pains of evidence testing is so
severe that the believer is totally handicap without God. Satan will burn every bridge
connecting God and the mature believer thinking that the believer will give in. Satan has

one solid objective at this point, and that is the defeat of the mature believer and he is
going to do everything to achieve that.
Satan will take away the loved ones of the believer. Leaving behind the most potential
adversary and persecutor (just like Mrs. Job). The very people he loves will be his most
terrible foes. The devil will destroy the believer’s human integrity by taking away his wealth,
health and everything he values. The only thing Satan cannot take away is his salvation, the
Bible doctrine in his soul, and the indwelling Trinity. The believer will be left alone in the
world with nobody to turn to, except God. After the evidence suffering, God will become
pre-eminent in the life of the believer and he will never again allow anything or anyone to
take the place of God.

